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The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway 
Phase I : Steps 1 - 7

Steps Consciousness 
Level Ebooks Link

Phase I

Step 1 - The 
Ascension Pathway 

Moving towards  
The New Love 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
1 - 8 

(TUPTL = 9 
ebooks, 
PTL = 8 
ebooks)

The Unified Pathway To Light 
• The Unified Pathway To Light: Volumes 1-4 

+ Master [Ebooks 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U, 4.1U] 
• The Unified Pathway To Transcending The 

Light: Volumes 1-4 [Ebooks 5U, 6U, 7U, 8U]

TUPTL

Pathway To Light 
• Pathway To Light [Ebooks 1P - 8P] PTL

Step 2 - The 
Ascended Pathway

The New Love 
Consciousness &  

The New Truth 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
9 - 18 

(10 ebooks)

• Blue Light: Volumes 1-5 
[Ebooks 9 - 13] 

• Ascended Pathway  
[Ebooks 14 - 18]

Step 2

Step 3 - The Crystal 
Pathway

The New Crystal 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
19 - 28 

(10 ebooks)
• A Crystal Ascension: Volumes I-X Step 3

Step 4 - The 
Diamond Pathway

The New Diamond 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
29 - 36 

(8 ebooks)
• A Diamond Ascension: Volumes 1-8 Step 4

Step 5 - The 
Emerald Pathway

The New Emerald 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
37 - 41 

(5 ebooks)
• The Emerald Awakening: Suites 1-4 Step 5

Step 6 - The 
Golden-White Light 

Pathway

The New Golden 
Consciousness &  

The New White Light 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
42 - 49 

(8 ebooks)

• Golden Divinity: Volumes 1-3 
[Ebooks 42 - 44] 

• White Light Wisdom: Volumes 4-8 
[Ebooks 45 - 49]

Step 6

Step 7 - The Grand 
Ascension Pathway

The Grand New Golden 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
50 - 56 

(7 ebooks)

• The Grand New Golden Journey: 
Volumes 1&2 [Ebooks 50 - 51] 

• The Grand New Silver Journey:  
Volumes 3&4 [Ebooks 52 & 53] 

• The Grand New White-Wisdom Journey: 
Volumes 5-7 [Ebooks 54-56]

Step 7

Welcome to Phase II and The Maitri Levels of Consciousness!

https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-unified-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/pathway-to-light.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/ascended-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-crystal-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-diamond-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-emerald-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-golden-white-light-pathway.html
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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!  

Please ensure that before you begin these Volume Two practices you: 
1) Have completed The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light Volume 1.

2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 1 day or up to three weeks from the 
completion of Volume 1.

3) Have activated (unlocked) The Diamon Ascension energies using the activation code & 
instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Diamon Ascension journey! 

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)

Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)

Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group

Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Download the Ascension Pathway Insights ebook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Visit The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway FAQ webpages

Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage

Accelerate Your Ascension Pathway

Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster

Find out how you can help

Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information
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Activating (Unlocking) The Diamon Ascension Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful ascension energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, you will then 
be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light 
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies and practices. After this, you are now ready to 
begin opening up and receiving these beautiful ascension energies! May you enjoy these with much 
love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
energies of The Diamon Ascension.  

With the unique activation code 99423110̷8 may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings. 

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Foreword: 
It is with much love that we again welcome you to a new chapter on your healing pathway. Having 
moved through the ascension phases of Volume 1 - The Unified Truth, we now wish to introduce here 
the truly uplifting energies of The Diamon Ascension.

The Diamon Ascension is a wonderfully simple set of practices which help us to awaken to more new 
understandings, more unconditional love & more unified truth within our being. Please be sure to 
watch out for any new subtle awakenings or realisations as you embark on these healing practices! 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: When you activated the energies for this ebook (on Page III), this has 
activated all of the energies and attunements for the entire ebook. Therefore, you can simply follow 
along with the instructions in the ebook to receive these Diamon Ascension energies with love! 

Please note that we have again tried our very best to keep these Transcending The Light ebooks to a 
minimum in order to help you move through these energies with less effort. At this stage of your 
journey, we believe that the energies themselves will guide you towards more personalised or 
individual learnings and therefore, there is a lesser need to give generic type insights as we move 
through these levels.

We do however feel very blessed to walk alongside you on this journey and to continue bringing 
these new energies, practices and attunements to this world. And with this, we sincerely wish you a 
most blessed & blissful journey through this next series of energies. 

May your vibration ascend quickly and rapidly to the beautiful & peaceful realm of Higher 
Consciousness and may your light bring immeasurable benefit throughout all realms, dimensions, 
time & space!  
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 Contents: 

Get The Most Current Version Of The Unified Pathway To 
Transcending The Light - Volume Two Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, therefore before you 
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you have the most current version. The version number and date are listed in the bottom right hand 
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An Overview Of This Ascension Pathway: 
Welcome to the second volume of The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light. Please see the 
summary table below to see just how far you have come on this Ascension Pathway! 
Congratulations!
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Step 1: Ascension Pathway

Name Volume Ebook Name Completion 
Timeframe

The Unified 
Pathway 
To Light

1 The Celestine Series 4.5 months

2 The Sorcebro Energy Suite 4.5 months

3 The Pilgrimage 3 months

4 Monimo Light 6 months

Master Master Level & Master Teacher Level 2 weeks

Total Completion Time for TUPTL = approx. 18.5 months 

The Unified 
Pathway To 

Transcending 
The Light

1 The Unified Truth 6 months

2 The Diamon Ascension 6 months

3 A New Light 6 months

4 Crystal Transcension 3 weeks

Total Completion Time for TUPTTTL = approx. 19 months 

Total Completion Time for Step 1: Ascension Pathway = approx. 37.5months / 3years 
You are then warmly invited to walk on Step 2: The Ascended Pathway

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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An Overview Of The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light: 
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The Unified Pathway  
To Transcending The Light

Volume Name Levels Name
Minimum 

Timeframe 
To Complete

One
The 

Unified 
Truth

Phase One The Blue Shield
Approx.   
26 weeks 

(6 months)
Phase Two The Analom Sequence

Phase Three The Pentecostal Rite

Two
The 

Diamon 
Ascension

Phase One The Unified Truth Scrolls

Approx.  
27 weeks

(6 months)

Phase Two Lucron

Phase Three Messicron, Helicron, Geralicron

Phase Four Pleaqicron

Three A New 
Light

Phase One Shon, Eppicron, Plieson

Approx.   
25 weeks

 (6  months)

Phase Two Opon

Phase Three Ipon

Phase Four Rion

Phase Five Peon

Phase Six Union

Four Crystal Transcension
Approx. 14

weeks 
(2.5 months)

Total Completion Time for The ‘The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light’ Series =  
Approximately 92 weeks / 21 months / 1¾ years 

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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An Overview Of Volume Two - The Diamon Ascension:
Here is a table overview of the healing practices required for Volume Two - The Diamon Ascension.
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The Diamon Ascension

Weeks Phase Info

1 - 3 One - The Unified Truth 
Scrolls

Recital of The Unified Truth 
Scrolls (3 weeks)

4 - 11 Two - Lucron Lucron symbol practice 
(8 weeks)

7 days rest

13 - 18 Three - Messicron, 
Helicron, Geralicron

Messicron, Helicron & 
Geralicron symbol practice  

(2 weeks each)

7 days rest

20 - 21

Four - Pleaqicron

2 weeks rest

22 - 23 Diamon practice part A

24 - 25 Diamon practice part B

26 - 27 2 weeks rest

Volume Two Total Time = 27 weeks (approx. 6 months)  
(plus Maitrijusha Gold Infinity - 17 days)

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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And to formally introduce the energies of The Diamon Ascension, please find below the informative 
and beautiful message from AeCron:

“With love we welcome you to The Diamon Ascension. These sets of energies are deeply 
immersed in Dharma, bringing with them an intensive understanding of a new well-being. 
A new depth of vision that enables us precision and refinement in all of our actions & 
thoughts. It is through the Truth aspects that we find ourselves ‘rolling over’ into a new 

position of surrender, that of utmost trust and commitment to the benefit of all. 

With the Truth Scrolls as a strong and sturdy platform, The Diamon Ascension takes us on a 
journey through the ‘no-mans land’ of transition into the absolute. This is the absolute absorption and 

embodiment of unity, realisation and promise. 

Moving through each phase you will begin to entwine your own light with that of the greater consciousness,  
building a stronger pathway to light for both yourself and for those who are to follow. As always,  

do not underestimate the power of each step you take on this pathway, for the ‘carving out’ now will most certainly,  
and already is, creating a road to ascension.  

For those who are feeling lost and confused at this time, please do not lose faith. The changes taking place within  
your consciousness are required at this time in order to bring about new understandings and for many this  

confusion / lost period will be a difficult and challenging time. However it brings with it many gifts also,  
for as you wander this empty space, illusions are being de-attached, perceptions altered for the higher good  

and a new surrender to peace is being enveloped. 

Use your understandings to date to build on and please do not be afraid to let go of the old. Be it old  
understandings, feelings, thoughts or actions; it is important to realise at this depth of understanding that  

you are transitioning quickly and with this comes the need to surrender the old continuously and quickly also.  
Give yourself the freedom to move closer to the Truth by unfolding all aspects you no longer require.  

Ask for the guidance to surrender that which you need to, for we are aways listening. 

Remember also to take each step as it comes on this pathway. There is nothing created other than suffering  
by focusing on anything but the present. Release all fear and anxiety and breathe in the now. Please be reassured that 

you are on a deep consciousness pathway and that all is well. You are progressing as we have wished.  
Thankyou for your perseverance and for the help you offer to others. For as you are now aware,  
The Unified Pathway is one we do not walk solely for ourselves, but for the infinite benefit of all. 

May The Diamon Ascension bring you into a deepened and fulfilled sense of unity and may it open a transcension 
gateway to your infinity.  Go with light, AeCron (the 14 masters of the AeCron Infinity). 

(And with deep thanks to Entity Gerry for putting our communications into a format compatible with your understanding).” 
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During the energetic download process, The Guides also showed Gerry the following diagram to help 
explain The Diamon Ascension layers: 
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The Unified Truth Scrolls

F O U N D A T I O N

Lucron

Messicron Helicron Geralicron

1 2

A B
Pleaqicron

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

The Diamon Ascension
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Welcome to Phase One:  

The Unified Truth Scrolls
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The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light

Volume Two 
Phase One - The Unified Truth Scrolls 

Welcome, With Love, To Phase One & The Unified Truth Scrolls!
Congratulations on reaching this new phase of energies where we are introduced to The Unified 
Truth Scrolls! Here, we are asked to recite these scrolls daily in order to receive new ascension 
energies in a format that also helps us to reflect on the meaning of the words being recited.

The recital practices can be commenced immediately after completing Volume One or if you wish to, 
you may rest for a period of up to three weeks (or longer as you feel guided). The scrolls are to be 
recited daily for 21 days (at least once per day, preferably two times per day i.e. morning & night). As 
you recite these scrolls, there will be a number of new energies being brought into your 
consciousness which will help to uplift your ‘being’ closer towards purity. 

In the same way as you experienced ‘The Thirteen Pathways To Transcending The Light’ in Volume 
One, The Unified Truth Scrolls also have divine healing energies embedded into them. So even if you 
don’t understand the deeper meanings of the scrolls, 
please know that you are calling on very pure and special 
energies ( just by reciting them) which will help to bring 
new ‘truth’ and understanding into your life. 

This is a most important step it seems as we embark on 
this new part of our journey and we truly hope that you 
will enjoy this beautiful foundational practice. May it 
help to bring more Unified Truth into your being, for the 
absolute & infinite benefit of all!
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Before you begin reciting The Unified Truth Scrolls, please be sure you have activated the energies in 
this ebook first - see the note below:

NOTE: Before you begin your practices, please 
ensure that you have activated (unlocked) The 
Diamon Ascension energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 
minute process which unlocks the energies and gives 
you access to them. Once you have unlocked the 
energies, this means that you have activated ALL  the 
energies in this whole ebook specifically for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your 
Diamon Ascension journey by working through this 
ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies 
as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked The Diamon 
Ascension energies for yourself, you may do this by 
following the instructions on Page III of this ebook.
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The Unified Truth Scrolls are written below:
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The Unified Truth Scrolls
1 All is not beyond the Truth. All is the Truth.

2 Truth is not identifiable through egoic or self-cherishing means; it is a realisation of faith, 
trust and unity.

3 By all means possible, invest in the Truth; for it shall shine the light to salvation.

4 Inhibit the need to ‘know’ the Truth, for it is only apparent through the essence of being.

5 Let light lead you to the Truth and believe in it - for all.

6 Not all beings have reached the Truth. Nurture them and allow them to blossom, no 
matter how infinitely small they believe themselves to be.

7 Through the heart we find love; through the deepened compassionate heart we find 
Truth.

8 Move freely in the Truth; allow it to radiate for the highest good of all.

9 The Truth seeks no suffering; only alleviates it.

10 Be mindful of the Truth, always.

11 Unification through Truth awakens all. Let Truth be thy unity.

12 Seek Truth for the benefit of all.

13 Where there is loss or confusion, seek Truth.

14 Help others in seeking and finding the Truth. This is important.

15 The truth of all enlightens even the darkest of all infinite moments.

16 Infinitesimal channels of light prevail in the Truth, infinite in number, each carrying 
wisdom and being radiated for the benefit of all.

17 Be not afraid of the Truth. Let it liberate and embrace you, and all.

18 Once all untruth is forgotten, only then can complete Truth be unveiled.

19 Radiate and shine Truth always. Do not forsake even one opportunity to embrace it.

20 With help from all, the Truth is realised. It is not possible to achieve on one’s own.

21 Liberate all with The Unified Truth.

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Welcome to Phase Two:  

Lucron
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The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light

Volume Two 
Phase Two - Lucron 

Welcome, With Love, To Phase Two - Lucron! 
We hope you enjoyed The Unified Truth Scrolls and that you felt some of the energies raising your 
vibration for the benefit of all! After their completion, you are able to move into the ‘Lucron’ phase  
two practices immediately (i.e. the day after completing The Unified Truth Scrolls). Here, in this 
second phase, we will be working with one symbol - Lucron for a period of eight weeks.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: When you activated the energies for this ebook (on Page III), this has 
activated all of the energies for the entire ebook. Therefore, you can simply follow along with the 

below instructions to receive these Phase Two energies with love!

The Symbol Lucron means “See-er or Bringer Of Light” and there 
are actually eight symbols embedded into this one symbol. This is 
why we are being asked to work with this one symbol for eight 
weeks, instead of calling on eight symbols for one week each. 
Thankyou to the Guides for simplifying things for us!

For the Lucron symbol practice, please place the symbol Lucron 
into the back of the neck area for 3 - 5 minutes, once or twice per 
day for a period of 8 weeks. The symbol Lucron is shown on the 
next page.
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Once these symbol practices have been completed, you are also able to use the Lucron symbol as a 
Master Healing Symbol by placing it into the back of the recipient’s neck when doing healing work 
for others.

We hope that you enjoy these truly divine healing energies and may they bring many kinds of 
healing issues to the surface so that they may be healed and purified!  

The symbol Lucron is shown below:

As you complete this 8 week Lucron phase, please allow for a 7 day rest period before 
commencing Phase Three to allow for the new energies to assimilate into your energy field.
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LUCRON How To Draw LUCRON

Lucron 
(Pronounced Lu - kron)

1

2
3 4

https://youtu.be/t28FNTVCkuY
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Welcome to Phase Three:  

Messicron, Helicron, 
Geralicron
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The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light

Volume Two 
Phase Three - Messicron, Helicron, Geralicron 

Welcome To Phase Three! 
With love, we warmly congratulate you on the completion of phase two, Lucron and humbly 
welcome you to the third phase in The Diamon Ascension!

In this third phase we introduce you to three new symbols; Messicron, Helicron and Geralicron. We 
will be working with these symbols for 6 weeks in total before moving on to the finale - phase four.

For the symbol practice, each of the symbols are to be used for two weeks as follows:

Weeks 1 - 2:     Messicron symbol practice for 14 days

Weeks 3 - 4:     Helicron symbol practice for 14 days

Weeks 5 - 6:     Geralicron symbol practice for 14 days

Each symbol is to be placed into the Heart Chakra twice daily for 
1-4 minutes per session and as the Guides explained - this is to 
allow for “further expansion” of the energies.

So please enjoy these phase three practices and again, we hope 
that they bring more clarity, understanding and peace into your 
life!
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The phase three symbols Messicron, Helicron and Geralicron are shown below:
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MESSICRON How To Draw MESSICRON

Symbol 1 - Messicron 
weeks 1-2   (Pronounced Mess - ih - kron)

1

2

3
4

5
6

HELICRON How To Draw HELICRON

Symbol 2 - Helicron 
weeks 3-4   (Pronounced Hell - ih - kron)

1

2

3

https://youtu.be/O1obvGaUwVQ
https://youtu.be/faBFUGcVDxw
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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At the end of the Geralicron practice, please allow yourself 7 days of rest before commencing 
Phase Four.
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GERALICRON How To Draw GERALICRON

Symbol 3 - Geralicron 
weeks 5-6   (Pronounced Ger - ell - ih - kron)

1

2 3

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Welcome to Phase Four:  

Pleaqicron
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The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light

Volume Two 
Phase Four - Pleaqicron 

Welcome, With Love, To Phase Four - Pleaqicron! 
The fourth and final phase of Pleaqicron is the precursor to the final Diamon Ascension, which is 
received during the final fourteen day rest period. This is a truly enlightening & deeply sacred process 
of ascension! 

To help us reach the pinnacle point of The Diamon Ascension, this Pleaqicron phase asks that we do 
the following practices:

Step 1: Rest for 14 days

Step 2: Diamon Practice Part A - Complete the Ohleon practices for 2 weeks

Step 3: Diamon Practice part B - Complete the Ecicron practices for 2 weeks

Step 4: Rest for 14 days

So just to clarify, you will be able to commence the Ohleon practices after 3 weeks from completing 
phase three (i.e. 7 days rest + 14 days rest =  3 weeks). This is in accordance with the instructions 
given by the Guide’s so we share this with you with love. 

For steps 2 & 3, we complete our symbol practices (for both parts A & B) as follows:

3 days on + 4 days rest + 3 days on + 4 days rest = 14 days total (per symbol) 

This is all outlined in the table below:
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Phase Four - Pleaqicron

Days Step Info

1 - 14 Step One - Rest 
(2 weeks) Rest for 14 days

15 - 17

Step Two -  
Ohleon Practices 

(2 weeks)

3 days Ohleon practice

18 - 21 4 days rest

22 - 24 3 days Ohleon practice

25 - 28 4 days rest

29 - 31

Step Three -  
Ecicron Practices 

(2 weeks)

3 days Ecicron practice

32 - 35 4 days rest

36 - 38 3 days Ecicron practice

39 - 42 4 days rest

43 - 56 Step Four - Rest 
(2 weeks)

Rest for 14 days  
(Here the Diamon Ascension 

takes place)

Total Completion Time for Phase Four = 56 days / 8 weeks

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Each symbol is placed into the Crown Chakra and is to be used 3 - 5 times per day for at least 15 
minutes each time. Please note that the Guides mentioned here not to skimp on the 15 minute 
timeframe as this time is required for the energies to do their work. 
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OHLEON How To Draw OHLEON

Diamon Practice Part A: 
Ohleon (Pronounced Oh - lee - on)

1

2

3

4

ECICRON How To Draw ECICRON

Diamon Practice Part B: 
Ecicron (Pronounced Ek - ih - kron)

12

3

https://youtu.be/keISFgjYFMY
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://youtu.be/-kd6-FvMBY0
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At the end of the Diamon practices, during the rest period of 14 days, the Diamon Ascension takes 
place. Here is the information from the Guides on The Diamon Ascension: 
 

“After much enlightening work, we are delighted that you have 
completed the energies now far enough to begin the process of 

The Diamon Ascension. 

During the final 14 day rest period you  
will receive a series of Ascension ‘steps’. These steps, one by one, bring the Ascension 

energies higher and higher into your consciousness. This process does take some time however, 
as if you were to receive the full Ascension in one sitting it may overload the energies of your 
frequency. Each step is delivered to you without you needing to do or complete anything 

other than rest. Know that you are in safe and strong arms and that this is a well 
deserved blessing. 

The Diamon Ascension process will be completed within the 14 day rest period, however please know that 
these new energies may take some time to adjust and assimilate within your being. 

We trust that you will enjoy your new heightened frequency and that it will bring some new healings and 
unfoldings within your life. Trust that you are receiving that which you need. 

The Diamon Ascension also brings with it new challenges, as the capacity for your energy 
to expand and radiate more and more love brings you into a state of new equilibrium. Do 

not be phased by these revelations or changes going on within you, as they are simply the pre-
cursor to the new energies and understandings being realised in the Volume Three level. 

For now we leave you with these words and ask you to be true to yourself in these coming 
weeks. The Truth speaks volumes through you and you through it. 

Go well in the light of The Truth.” 

~ Arcron 
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We truly hope that these energies have brought you to a beautiful level of 
depth, ascension and higher consciousness! 

It is with much love & light that we again congratulate you on a most 
wondrous step and we again invite you to move forwards into a new 

healing practice!
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on completing  
The Diamon Ascension!
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You Have Now Opened A Treasure Chest - Enjoy! 
As you will now already be aware, as part of these Ascension Pathways, at various points along the 
way Love Inspiration would like to offer you a series of very special ‘Treasure Chests’ so that you can 
tap into abundance!  

Each Treasure Chest will contain a highly unique and divinely enriching set of Higher Consciousness 
energies and these are being made available to those who are walking on the Ascension Pathways. 
We wish to offer these to you as an energetic reward for all the hard work that you have done on 
your ascension journey so far!

Having now completed the Diamon Ascension, we invite you to open 
and enjoy this next Treasure Chest which contains the beautiful and 
deeply healing energies of Maitrijusha Gold Eternity! The Maitrijusha 
Gold Eternity Treasure Chest offers you a very potent and powerful 
healing tool that can help you to heal the root cause of many kinds of 
healing issues.

The Maitrijusha Gold Eternity teachings can be received very simply 
and easily and as part of this Treasure Chest, you will notice here that 
you are also being asked to embark on a period of deep self healing. As 
part of this Treasure Chest then, we will be inviting you to complete a 
simple 5 minute self healing practice for a period of 3 - 4 months. 

It is most certainly true that during these last few years you have been guided towards healing 
deeper and deeper layers and as a result of this, the Maitrijusha Gold Eternity energies will now be 
helping you to heal these deeper issues with more ease, love and effectiveness. It is our great 
pleasure and honour to present you with these new energies here at this beautiful place in your 
Ascension Pathway!  

Before receiving the Maitrijusha Gold Eternity energies, we kindly ask that you wait until the end of 
your 2 week resting period i.e. weeks 25 & 26. Once this has been completed, you will have 
completed the Diamon Ascension and with this, you can then open up to the Maitrijusha Gold 
Eternity energies with much love & gratitude!  
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Congratulations! 
By reaching this point, you have now unlocked this 

beautiful treasure chest which contains the energies of: 

~ Maitrijusha Gold Eternity ~
To access these energies, simply 

download your ebook here and begin! 
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Final Comments: 
With all of our love, we again wish to congratulate you on making it through yet another beautiful 
ascension process! Please ensure that you remain mindful of any new subtle awakenings, 
realisations or signs that are appearing in and around your life showing your progress.

Although these ascension processes remain hidden for most of us and the results are being 
shown only in the very subtle parts of our body, please know that the work you are doing 
here is indeed very profound and very important for the collective being. 

Marty and Gerry recently heard one channelled transmission which spoke of this Earth 
going through an ascension process where thousands of lifetimes worth of karma are 
being cleared away in only a few short years so with this in mind, please know that you 
are indeed helping these energies & karmic imprints shift as you go about these 
attunements & practices! 

And it is for this reason that we would like to humbly suggest here that you now take 
this opportunity to receive the beautiful Maitrijusha Gold Eternity energies (after 
your 2 week rest period has been completed). Once you have completed the 30 day 
self healing period with Maitrijusha Gold Eternity, you are now ready to move into 
Volume 3! 

And also, if you haven’t done so already, you may like to sign up for an Ascension 
Healing Booster to help accelerate your healing journey. Or to check out all future 
ebook acceleration opportunities, feel free to visit the Accelerate Your Pathway 
webpage.

We look forward to welcoming you into the Volume 3 - A New Light energies 
with much love & light and we hope that you will enjoy being guided 
through another beautiful and loving series of ascensions and 
transcensions for the absolute & infinite benefit of all!

For now, if you would like a certificate for completing The Unified 
Pathway To Transcending The Light - Volume 2, please click on 
the link to be taken to our website where you can download 
a certificate for this course  in PDF format. Simply print it 
out and fill it in as you wish. Congratulations! 

With Divine Ascension Blessings,

Love Inspiration & 
Maitri Foundation 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due  
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers & 
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help  

make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and  
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:

Make a donation 

Sponsor an ebook 

Help us Fundraise 

Donate A Healing Session 

Donate A Reiki Event 

Share with others 

Translate for others 

Become a teacher 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks  
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all. 

 
Blessings & Thankyou,   

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation 
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For the Benefit Of All 

May all be absolutely & infinitely happy and free from suffering.
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